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End-User License Agreement (EULA) 

 

Last updated: 27/09/2022 
 
Please read this End-User License Agreement ("Agreement") carefully before using The eDrum Workshop 
expansion programming, audio samples, documentation and updates provided to you by The eDrum 
Workshop (collectively the "Product"). By purchasing a Product from The eDrum Workshop, you consent to the 
terms of this Agreement. 
 
License 
 
The eDrum Workshop grants you an exclusive, non-transferable, non-sub licensable limited right to download 
and use the Product solely for your personal, non-commercial use on a single computer and/or compatible 
drum module. 
 
Restrictions 
 
You agree not to, and you will not permit others to: 
 
license, copy, reproduce, resell, rent, distribute, transmit, host, translate (into any language, computer or 
natural), or otherwise commercially exploit the Product or make the Product available to any third party. The 
eDrum Workshop reserves all rights in the Product not expressly granted herein, including ownership and 
proprietary rights. 
 
License restrictions: You may not reproduce or distribute the Product. You may not copy the Product to any 
media, server or location for distribution or reproduction. You may not attempt to derive the source code of 
the product in any way, including but not limited to decompiling, disassembling or reverse-engineering. You 
may not sublicense or transfer the rights to the Product, including but not limited to reselling, renting, leasing 
or lending. The restrictions contained herein apply to any and all updates provided by The eDrum Workshop. 
 
 

At a glance 
 

✓ ✘ 

Recorded music, recorded performance audio and 
video, other “finished” recordings where individual 
audio samples cannot be extracted 

Extracting individual audio files or samples to 
distribute, share, sell or reuse in another format than 
which it was sold 

Live performances Selling, loaning, sharing or distributing the Product 
files in any way 

 
 
Limitation of Liability 
 
In no event shall The eDrum Workshop be held liable to you or any third party for any costs or damages arising 
directly or indirectly from the use of the Product, including but not limited to actual, incidental, consequential 
or special damages, or for any loss of revenue, profits or data arising in any manner from any action or cause 
related to this Agreement or the Product. 
 
You acknowledge that you have read this Agreement and understand that, by purchasing and/or using the 
Product, you agree to be bound by its terms and conditions. 
 
The eDrum Workshop products are the Intellectual Property of The eDrum Workshop. 
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BEFORE PROCEEDING, PLEASE REFER TO YOUR 2BOX DRUMIT 5 MKII MANUAL TO 

FAMILIARISE YOURSELF WITH THE GENERAL MODULE FUNCTIONS 

 

Compatibility: 

 

The instruments in this pack are compatible with the 2Box DrumIt 5 MKII, DrumIt 5 MKI and DrumIt 3. 

The kit presets in this pack were created on the 2Box DrumIt 5 MKII module using sounds included on the 

stock SD card that comes with the module. These presets can be used on all DrumIt modules, but they 

require certain stock sounds to be present on your SD card otherwise they will not work correctly. Please 

see the accompanying “PLEASE READ – Kit Compatibility Notes" PDF manual for full details of the 

instruments used. 

 

If you would prefer a video demonstration of the loading process, you can watch now on 

The eDrum Workshop's YouTube channel - https://youtu.be/LLfOkwFosjE?t=34 
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Thank you for downloading this Instrument and Kit 

pack from The eDrum Workshop! 

 

https://youtu.be/LLfOkwFosjE?t=34
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Loading the Files to Your DrumIt SD Card/Internal Memory 

 

This guide has been written assuming that you are using the stock SD card that came with your DrumIt 5 MKII module, the 

stock internal memory of your DrumIt 3 or DrumIt 5 MKI module or a compatible SD card. 
Note: The drive letters and icons shown on your computer may not match those on these images. 

 

1) Unzip the eDW PP13x7+Kits 2Box.zip file to a location on 

your computer 

 

2) Open the unzipped folder. You will see a subfolder named 

eDW PP13x7, nine .dkit files and two PDF files 

 

3) Insert the 2Box DrumIt 5 MKII SD Card into your 

computer's card reader 

OR 

Attach your DrumIt 3/5 MKI module to the computer using a USB A-B cable and boot the module in USB mode 

(hold down the left DATA button while powering on the module) 

 

4) Copy or drag the eDW PP13x7 folder from the unzipped folder to the root (top) folder of the SD card / 

module memory 

 

 

 

If you do not wish to install the kit preset files, go to step 6 

 

5) If you wish to install the kit preset files, now copy the nine .dkit files from the unzipped folder to the root 

(top) folder of the SD card / module memory 

The other contents of your SD card may differ from the image 

above, depending on your own instruments, kits or settings files 
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6) Verify that the files are in the correct locations on the SD card / module memory 

 

7) Safely eject the SD card from your computer and return it to your module 

OR 

Safely eject the module’s USB from your computer and restart the module in normal operation mode 

 

Your new instruments will now be accessible from the relevant module menus. 

 

 

Assigning the Instruments on Your DrumIt Module 

 
This instrument pack comes with many .dsnd files containing 5 different microphone mixes of the PP13x7 snare drum, with 

a total of 6 articulations to choose from split across A & B file variations. You can freely assign these instruments to any of 

the available pad inputs just like the stock module sounds. 

 

1) Press the KIT button to ensure you are in kit mode  

2) Use the PAGE ↑↓ buttons to navigate to the DRUM 

page 

3) Hit the pad that you wish to edit (e.g. SNARE) or select it 

using the buttons on the module 

4) Press in the left DATA knob to swap the FILE arrow to 

the upward FOLD↑ position then scroll the left DATA knob 

to locate the eDW PP13x7 folder 

5) Press in the left DATA knob again to swap the FOLD 

arrow to the downward FILE↓ position then scroll the left 

DATA knob to choose your PP13x7 instrument 

The other contents of your SD card may differ from the image 

above, depending on your own instruments, kits or settings files 

Step 4) 

Step 5) 
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Instruments & Articulations Explained 

 

This pack comes with multiple .dsnd instrument files to allow for maximum user flexibility. The file naming structure also 

tells you the functionality of each of the instrument files. 

 

Each .dsnd file name begins with one of the following microphone mixes – 

 

PP13x7 is the “naturally mixed” version, 

containing the optimal mix of top, bottom, overhead 

and room microphone levels for the most natural sound 

and “in the room” feel 

Direct contains a mix of only the top and bottom 

microphones, creating the most dry, “close mic” sound 

and feel. This is the recommended starting 

point when using this snare for live performance 

DirOH contains a mix of top, bottom and overhead 

microphones, with no room ambience. This is the 

next level up from Direct, retaining that “up close” 

feel with a bit more top-end sparkle 

Roomy contains additional overhead and room 

microphone levels for a more ambient sound with 

extra character 

Proc contains a processed version of the Roomy 

microphone levels. EQ, compression and additional 

reverb have been added to give this mix more punch 

 

 

Following this, A or B Side is used to identify the articulations used in each file. 

 

Each of the A instruments contains the following articulations – 

Center (Head) - samples taken from the center of the snare 

head 

Cross-Stick - samples taken from playing a sidestick/ 

cross-stick articulation (palm on head, striking the rim) 

Rim Shot - samples taken from playing a center rimshot strike 
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Each of the B Side instruments contains the following articulations – 

Side (Head) - samples taken from the edge of the snare 

head 

Rim Click - samples taken from playing the snare rim alone 

Rim Shot Side - samples taken from playing a rimshot strike 

towards the edge of the head 

 

 

Some file names contain the suffix –Tune to show that this version of the instrument can be tuned up. 

 

Instruments without –Tune in their name cannot be tuned 

up, but can be tuned down. The samples in these versions 

are at their highest quality. 

Instruments with –Tune in their name can be tuned up or 

down, but the samples may sound lower quality. 

 

 

 

Assigning Articulations to a Pad or Zone 

 
Any of the 3 articulations in each A or B instrument can be used on any of the assignable pad zones. 

 

On the KIT > ENV page, you can adjust the SOUND 

parameter to swap between combinations of articulations.  

 

 

Each articulation is represented by one of three + symbols - 

 

 + + + 
A instrument Head (center) Cross-Stick Rim Shot 

B instrument Head (side) Rim Click Rim Shot Side 

 

By default with a two zone trigger, only the first and last articulations are available on the head or rim zone (or 

each pad when splitting the input). When using a 3 zone piezo/switch/switch pad (e.g. Yamaha XP120SD) on a 

DrumIt 3 or 5 MKII module, the middle articulation is accessible with the additional rim / cross-stick zone. 
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However, by pressing the left DATA button above the screen, you can change the combinations of available 

articulations for your pad zones. These will be as follows – 

Note: “CS Zone” is only available with piezo/switch/switch pads. 

Combination A Head Zone A CS Zone A Rim Zone 

+ + + Head (center) Cross-stick Rim Shot 

+ - - Head Head Head 

- + - Cross-stick Cross-stick Cross-stick 

- - + Rim Shot Rim Shot Rim Shot 

+ + - Head (center) Cross-Stick Cross-Stick 

+ - + Head (center) Rim Shot Rim Shot 

- + + Cross-Stick Rim Shot Rim Shot 

 

Combination B Head Zone B CS Zone B Rim Zone 

+ + + Head (side) Rim Click Rim Shot Side 

+ - - Head (side) Head (side) Head (side) 

- + - Rim Click Rim Click Rim Click 

- - + Rim Shot Side Rim Shot Side Rim Shot Side 

+ + - Head (side) Rim Click Rim Click 

+ - + Head (side) Rim Shot Side Rim Shot Side 

- + + Rim Click Rim Shot Side Rim Shot Side 

 

If you would like to mix articulations from an A instrument and a B instrument on the same pad, you can assign 

a separate instrument file to the rim zone and then swap the articulations to your desired + setting. 

1) Assign an instrument as per the instructions on page 4 

2) Hold the MORE button and select an instrument using the 

buttons on the module. This will allow you to set a separate 

instrument to the rim zone of this input 

3) Navigate to the ENV page and choose an articulation for 

the zone you are assigning. Swap between the zones by 

hitting the pad or using the buttons on the module to change 

the articulation for each zone 

 

Example 

On the head zone of the snare, the instrument PP13x7 A is 

selected. By choosing + - - on the ENV page, the Head (center) 

articulation will sound on this zone. 

 

On the rim zone of the snare, the instrument PP13x7 B Side is 

selected. By choosing - + - on the ENV page, only the Rim Click 

articulation will sound on this zone. 
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Using the eDW PP13x7 Kit Presets 

 
Due to the way that the 2Box file system functions and the ability to load or delete any instruments from your module, the 

PP13x7 kit presets may require additional 2Box instruments to function correctly. The list of instruments required for these 

presets and download links for the 2Box DrumIt 5 MKII SD card content can be found in the accompanying PLEASE READ – 

Kit Compatibility Notes PDF manual. 

 

The PP13x7 kits can be used directly from a slot on the SD card/module memory 

or they can be loaded into a kit bank 

 

To play a kit directly from the SD card/module memory - 

 

1) Ensure that the .dkit files were installed to the root of the 

SD card/module memory as per the instructions on page 4 

2) Scroll past the stock 100 kits - the kits following number 100 

are read from the SD card/module memory and sorted in 

alphabetical order 

3) Locate the PP13x7 kits (beginning with PP13x7 A Natrl). You 

can begin playing the kit now 

 

To load the kits into the current kit bank (100 kits) used by the module, follow steps 1 - 3 above, then - 

 

4) Press the SAVE button (left DATA button) 

Note: To use this function, you must have SAVE turned On 

in the UNIT > PREF menu 

5) Use the left DATA knob to scroll back to the numbered kits 

(1 - 100) and choose a kit slot to load the kit to - this can be an 

“empty” kit slot or one that is occupied by another kit that you 

wish to overwrite 

6) Enter a new name if required using the bottom DATA knobs, 

then press the COPY button (left DATA button) to confirm 

 

The selected kit should now be installed to the current kit bank. If you wish to add more kits to the bank, 

repeat these steps for each kit. 

 

 


